Career fair 2015
A world of opportunities
Dear Students and Alumni

In its commitment to academic excellence, civic engagement, the education of the whole person, and the formation of leaders in a diverse world, LAU is an incubator of talent that can offer great opportunities to fulfill the recruitment requirements of Lebanese and International employers, hence a synergy of unequal strength.

The 2015 career fair will offer employment information and opportunities for LAU students who are seeking internships and part-time and summer employment, as well as career networking opportunities and employment information for LAU seniors and alumni who are seeking full-time employment. All LAU students and alumni are invited to meet employers, make contacts and apply for available positions.

Good luck to all participating companies, students and alumni in realizing dreams, and fulfilling desired objectives.

Mars Semaan, PHD
Dean of Students
Byblos Campus
Dear Students and Alumni

Each year the Career Guidance welcomes dozens of high-profile local and international companies to campus for you to learn about the opportunities and options available in the job market. The Career Fair is a practical and effective venue to discover fitting jobs and internships, make new contacts, and learn more about different industries. Whether you’re a sophomore or a graduate student, this fair is a great opportunity to learn about employers and job opportunities!

Throughout the day, you will have the chance to meet recruiters face-to-face, share your resumes and get tips and advice from industry professionals. This year, we are expecting over 55 preeminent national and international employers to participate in the Career Fair to network with students and alumni, and discuss internships and employment opportunities across a wide variety of fields.

Don’t miss this opportunity.

Best regards,

Rana Sakr
Lead Career Guidance Officer
Office of the Dean of Students
Byblos Campus
Extension:2350
Career Fair Tips

The annual career fair organized by the Dean of Students Office-Career Guidance is designed to provide general career information and to help you develop contacts and find an internship, summer employment, or full-time job. Whether you’re a sophomore or a graduate student, this fair is a great opportunity to learn about employers and job opportunities!

Why attend the Career fair?
The career Fair will take place on Wednesday April 22nd, 2015, from 10 am till 4 pm at the LAU Byblos Campus.
This is a great opportunity to talk to numerous employers at one time and place. Some direct benefits of attending a career fair include:

- Learning more about specific industries, careers, and organizations.
- Talking to a company representative instead of just mailing in or submitting an on-line resume.
- Making a contact within the organization if you are interested in looking for a job, a summer internship or finding out more about a potential career, don’t miss out!

During the Career fair
Our Career fair is very popular, so expect hundreds of other students and alumnus to be present. This is why it is important to BE PREPARED to get the most out of attending a career fair.

- Have your resume ready: it is most important to have a resume that shows off your education, skills, and experiences.
- Be sure to have your resume critiqued by at least three people, or check it out with your Career Guidance Officer.
- A chance to network and explore. This will help you to have some idea as to which organizations you want to approach.
- Be open-minded and flexible; you might be surprised at what you find.
- Use your time to collect valuable company information via conversation and distributed materials so that you can write a well-informed cover letter stating your interest in an organization.
- Collect business cards and jot down a fact on the back to jog your memory when you write a follow-up letter.
- Bring your pertinent questions. Your questions will depend on your goals (career exploration vs. job search). Sample questions may include:
  - What qualities and background are you looking for in employees?
  - I am currently a sophomore, so I have some time to plan ahead, what courses would you recommend someone take before being hired as a (depends on your major)?
  - What is the application process for your organization?
  - Do you have a business card I can have for future reference and contact?

After the Career fair: the follow-up
- It has been proven that with the proper follow-up, chances of getting the career in the company of your choice is multiplied!
- Keep track of those organizations and representatives with whom you spoke and you are interested to apply to.
- Send a thank you letter to those representatives you wish to pursue. In the letter, thank the recruiter for his/her time, restate your interest and qualifications for the position, re-iterate your interest in a second interview. You probably should enclose another copy of your resume to be sure.
Vault Online Career Library

Vault Online Career Library is the world’s leading source of career information; it has been part of LAU’s resources for the past few years. It will make your efforts at researching employers, industries, and career subjects infinitely easier and more efficient.

This new online resource contains:

- Career Guides and Employer Profiles in PDF
- 4,000+ Company Profiles
- 3,000+ Career Advice Articles
- Industry and Occupational Profiles
- Access to the Vault Message Boards for insider
- Much more!

The Vault Guide to Résumés, Cover Letters, and Interviews provides you with practical information to create your résumé, overcome difficulties in writing your cover letter, and get ready to sit for interviews.


Please note that you will need to use your LAU email to subscribe to this resource and that it is only available for LAU students and alumni and only from within LAU premises.
Careerfair 2015
A world of opportunities
In 1945, Middle East Airlines was established and launched its first service to neighboring cities and the Gulf area. Later, it added new European, Middle Eastern and West African destinations to its worldwide network. After the end of civil war in 1990, MEA reinstated service to all its previous destinations, and improved its network. MEA offers its customers luxurious services, reflecting the Lebanese culture and hospitality.

WEBSITE: www.mea.com.lb

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Engineering, Business

Bank Audi is a regional group with a universal banking profile. The Bank offers universal financial products and services including Corporate, Commercial, Individual, Investment and Private Banking services. Bank Audi ranks first among Lebanese banks and is positioned in the inner circle of top regional banking groups. It is present in Lebanon, Switzerland, France, Jordan, Syria, Egypt, Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Monaco, Turkey and Abu Dhabi (representative office).

WEBSITE: www.banqueaudi.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Banking & Finance, Accounting, Economics, Management, International Business, Marketing, Family Business & Entrepreneurship
The Bank offers a full range of banking services through a network of 60 branches in Lebanon, and a network of foreign entities: a branch in Cyprus, three branches in Muscat, Sohar and Ghubra- Sultanate of Oman, a wholly owned subsidiary in the United Kingdom (Bank of Beirut (UK) Ltd) with one branch in Germany, a subsidiary in Australia, Beirut Hellenic Bank, and three Representative Offices in UAE, Nigeria and Iraq.

WEBSITE: www.bankofbeirut.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business, Economics

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Accounting, Banking & Finance, Marketing, Management

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0

BankMed is one of Lebanon's top banks and a leader in corporate banking. It has significantly extended its retail and investment activities in recent years and expanded its branch network in Lebanon to 61. BankMed's market share, measured by total assets, constitutes almost 10% of the Lebanese banking system. Well-planned vertical integration and carefully considered horizontal expansion will continue to define BankMed’s strategy to create a more successful enterprise.

WEBSITE: www.bankmed.com.lb
Banque Libano-Française is a leading universal bank in Lebanon with USD 996 million in consolidated shareholders’ equity and USD 11.3 billion in total assets as at December 31th, 2014. During the past years, Banque Libano-Française has diversified its activities and currently provides services in five core areas: commercial, retail, investment, private and correspondent banking.

WEBSITE: www.eblf.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Accounting, Finance, Management

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 1

Constantly developing and improving its services, BLOM BANK Group provides universal banking services that meet all of its clients’ needs. These services include: Commercial Banking, Corporate Banking, Private and Investment Banking, Asset Management, Retail Banking, Islamic Banking, Brokerage Services and Insurance Products and Services.

WEBSITE: www.blombank.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: All

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 2
BSL BANK roots extend back to the Ottoman era. In 1924, the Bank was granted the privilege of issuing banknotes until 1963, year of the foundation of Central Bank of Lebanon. Since then, the bank became a full-fledged commercial bank that adapted itself to the evolving needs of its customers, by offering them special and personalized high-quality services.

WEBSITE: www.bsl.com.lb

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business, Economics

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Banking & Finance, Accounting

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 5

Byblos Bank is one of the top three banks in Lebanon, and, increasingly, an invaluable partner for clients who strive for a better lifestyle and a more flourishing business. Strong with its 60-year experience, the Bank offers to its ever-growing individual and corporate clients fully-fledged services and products in consumer banking, commercial banking, correspondent banking, and capital markets.

WEBSITE: www.byblosbank.com.lb
SGBL offers high quality universal banking services to individuals and corporate clients: retail banking, corporate & investment banking, private banking and specialized financial services through its affiliated companies: fidus (financial brokerage & securities business), sogelease liban (leasing), sogecap liban (life insurance). SGBL follows a regional expansion strategy with operations in Lebanon, Jordan and Cyprus.

WEBSITE: www.sgbl.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business, Economics, Engineering, Architecture, Interior Architecture

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Banking & Finance, Marketing, Computer, Digital Media

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 8

Almabani General Contractors is a broad-based regional contracting company with 40 years of experience in the construction industry that spreads over construction of roads, bridges, tunnels, buildings, houses, palaces, airports and related facilities, water and sewerage plants, heavy industrial projects, hospitals, laboratories, electrical power plants, sub-stations, communication facilities, commercial centers, and construction management, etc.

WEBSITE: www.almabani.co

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
All

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
1 to 20
Consolidated Contractors Company better known as CCC, international construction company operating mainly in the Middle East, Africa, Asia, Europe, the Caribbean, Central America, CIS and South East Asia with its main office in Athens, Greece. In more than 6 decades of operation, CCC has grown to become one of the leading contractors in the international construction field, with over 112,000 employees of more than 80 nationalities.

WEBSITE: www.ccc.gr

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Engineering, Business, Computer Science

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Electrical, Mechanical, Computer, Civil, Management, Accounting

Saudi Binladin Group (SBG) is a multinational construction conglomerate based in Jeddah-Saudi Arabia. It is considered the largest construction firm in the world, with macro projects such as the Makkah and Madina Expansion projects, King Abdul-Aziz International Airport and the Kingdom Tower. Saudi Binladin is being operated by a team of highly talented Managers and Engineers and is at the look-out of qualified staff to maintain its high performance level.

WEBSITE: www.sbg.com.sa

MAJORS REQUIRED:
All

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
All

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 4
ALUMCO is a leading “design and build” company operating throughout the MENA region. We specialize in the design, fabrication and installation of aluminum works, metal works (steel, stainless steel) and related glazing systems. The company is driven by a workforce in excess of 2000 personnel, of which are more than 200 Engineers and Architects in the Technical and Projects’ departments. divided over 4 main branches in Lebanon, KSA, Qatar and the UAE.

WEBSITE: www.alumcogroup.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Engineering, Business, Architecture

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Civil, Industrial, Accounting, Management, Banking & Finance

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
1 to 3

Al-Hekma International School is a leading private co-educational school based in Bahrain and Qatar, located on a modern campus with up to date technology. AHIS is fully accredited by the US and offers an American curriculum for multinational students to prepare them for the future. In keeping with the schools expansion, we are seeking to appoint qualified, motivated and innovative educators to help create confident lifelong learners.

WEBSITE: www.alhekma.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Education

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Early Childhood Education, Teaching Diploma

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 5
EDUGATE is a leading education consulting firm specializing in Australian education. Since 1997 we have helped thousands of international students from more than twenty countries to enroll in Australian institutions.

WEBSITE: www.edugate.com.au

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
All

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 2

Finance & Risk Institute (FRI) offers educational services including in-depth preparatory courses for the most recognized international certifications namely the CFA®, FRM® and CMA® programs, as well as rigorous seminars and trainings for banks, financial institutions and professionals. FRI relies on a team of highly skilled lecturers and instructors who hold the certifications and possess the academic and professional standing to fulfill their mission in the most optimal way.

WEBSITE: www.financeriskinstitute.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Marketing, Banking and Finance

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 2
Since 1995, Formatech is the Leading Training Center offering the highest quality of Certified IT Training, Graphic, Web, Project Management and Business courses in Lebanon and the Mena region. Formatech is certified education center for Microsoft, Oracle, Cisco, Linux, Ec-Council, ITIL, PMI and much more.

WEBSITE: www.formatech.com.lb

The German School Beirut is a liberal educational institution. It strives to be a racially and culturally diverse community of students, parents, and teachers dedicated to creating a peaceful environment where each person is treated with unconditional patience, regard and acceptance. Within such an environment each student will be empowered and inspired to reach his/ her full academic, emotional, physical, and spiritual potential. Inspire - Educate - Support.

WEBSITE: www.dsb.edu.lb

MAJORS REQUIRED:
History, Education, English, Math, Chemistry

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
English Literature, Early Childhood Education

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 10
The Lebanese School is a non-profit; private school that was founded by the Lebanese community in Doha-Qatar in 1975, offering classes from Preschool to Grade 12 and giving students the option of choosing between two different streams: French and English. It was established to serve the needs of the growing Lebanese population in Qatar by offering the Lebanese Baccalaureate program. Campus accommodates around 2,000 students, including Lebanese and other nationalities.

WEBSITE: www.lebaneseschool.edu.qa

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Education, Chemistry, Math, English, Arabic

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 10

Test Prep Institute is the only certified Kaplan provider in Lebanon, Oman, Kuwait and Jordan. As the world leader in test preparation, our depth of knowledge, experience, and resources in helping students are unparalleled. At our facility based in Gefinor Building Hamra-Beirut, we offer the most comprehensive GMAT, GRE, MCAT, and USMLE prep in Lebanon.

WEBSITE: www.testprepinstitute.com
Since 1993, Lebanon-based SABIS® Educational Services S.A.L. (SES LB) has been entrusted with the management of the global SABIS® Network. Specifically, SES LB works to develop the network in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia. SES LB manages Pre-K/K-12 schools and one university through a team of committed and experienced professionals who ensure quality control, innovation, and efficiency.

WEBSITE: www.sabis.net

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Math, History, Chemistry, Biology, English, Engineering, Computer Science, Economics

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 12

Welcome to the next level. ThyssenKrupp Elevator is one of the world's leading elevator companies. With sales of €6.2 billion and more than 49,000 employees at 900 locations, we have a global presence. ThyssenKrupp Elevator’s aim is to continue to grow strategically and profitably. Innovation and quality are hallmarks of our products and services and assure lasting customer relationships.

WEBSITE: www.thyssenkrupp.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Mechanical, Electrical

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 2
Since 1973 Industrial Equipment and Services Company, (IESCO), has grown to represent products and services from Qatar, Head Quarters, to the MENA Region including the Middle East and North Africa and Kenya to operations and projects worldwide including Japan, Guam, Korea, Niger, Alaska through offering a wide range of industrial & construction products and services.

WEBSITE: www.iescoqatar.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Business, Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Electrical

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 1

Arison is one of the Middle East’s leaders in supplying water and wastewater installations as well as power generating systems to numerous clients and businesses. Arison’s goal is serving communities and raising the standard of living through its work, by bringing water to remote areas, generating electricity, irrigation land, and pumping out wastewater all with the environment in mind.

WEBSITE: www.arison.com.lb

MAJORS REQUIRED: Engineering, Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Mechanical, Industrial, Electrical, Marketing

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 3
Khatib & Alami is a multidisciplinary architecture, engineering and planning company. With a history of success and a worldwide network of offices and sister companies, K&A delivers advanced client-focused solutions and services to a broad range of sectors from transportation, energy and water systems, to enhancing environments and creating new buildings and communities.

WEBSITE: www.khatibalami.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Engineering, Business, Graphic Design, Computer Science, Architecture

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Computer, Management, Marketing, Banking & Finance, Information Technology Management

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 15

Manoukian E.P.QS & Construction Management is a consulting / business services company. Our Services include Estimation, Planning, Quantity Surveying, Construction Management and Project Management. Based in Lebanon with branches in Abu Dhabi, Jeddah, Doha, Kuwait and Erbil.

WEBSITE: www.manoukianepqs.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Civil

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 3 to 5
Petrofac

Petrofac is a leading international provider of facilities solutions to the oil & gas production and processing industry. The group delivers services through two divisions: Engineering, Construction, Operations & Maintenance and Integrated Energy Services. Petrofac designs, builds oil & gas facilities, operates, maintains, manages facilities and trains personnel. With more than 18,000 employees, Petrofac operates out of six strategically located operational centres, in Aberdeen, Sharjah, Woking, Chennai, Mumbai and Abu Dhabi.

WEBSITE: www.petrofac.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Mechanical, Electrical, Civil

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 1

Site Technology group is a leading turnkey solutions provider of a wide range of services. After 25 years of operations, the group employs more than 1,000 people, in several geographic areas mainly: Abu Dhabi – Dubai–Riyadh–Jeddah-Khobar-Doha and Beirut.

The company has 9 business activities:
1-Low Current & Integrated Security/ Biometric systems
2-Network Integration Systems
3-Audio Visual systems
4-Power Systems
5-Uninterrupted Power Supply
6-Batteries
7-Transmission & Distribution Networks
8-Telecommunication Networks
9-Civil Works.

WEBSITE: www.site-technology.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Engineering, Computer Science, Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Electrical, Mechanical, Computer, Banking & Finance, Marketing, Management

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 4
FxGrow is an international online brokerage firm under the brand name of Growell Capital, servicing the needs and interests of investors, authorized and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission ("CySEC") as a CIF limited company with a license number 214/13, operates under the EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID).

WEBSITE: www.fxgrow.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: All

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0

Established in 1936, Malia Group’s activities span across six different sectors: Industries, Consumer Goods Distribution, Solutions, Fashion & Luxury, Contracting and Hospitality & Real Estate. Active throughout the Levant, the Arab Peninsula and Europe, Malia Group consists of 20 companies that have forged alliances with some of the world’s leading multinationals.

WEBSITE: www.maliagroup.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Pharmacy, Business, Chemistry

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Management, Marketing

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 3
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT MEDICAL CENTER

Our lives are dedicated to yours

AUBMC is the private, not-for-profit teaching center of the Faculty of Medicine. It consists of a 420-bed medical center and provides all medical, surgical, pediatrics, obstetrics/gynecological and psychiatric services. The Medical Center offers comprehensive healthcare services, extensive tertiary/quaternary resources, medical, nursing and paramedical training.

WEBSITE: www.aubmc.org.lb

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Pharmacy, Business, Nursing

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Management

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 5

Z1 INTERNATIONAL

Z1 International is a medical devices distributor company that covers the MENA region. The company was founded in 2014 by a team of energetic medical supplies professionals with a deep knowledge of the MENA markets. With no tolerance for failure, Z1 International is anticipated to bring state of the art medical solutions to healthcare professionals. We value partnership with medical institutions and take pride in delivering health solutions that benefit patients.

WEBSITE: www.z1-international.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Biology, Pharmacy, Business

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 3
Hotels & Hospitality

**DIFFA S.A.L**

We have numerous job openings for part-time hosts and hostesses. Interested students can work at weddings, gala dinners, conferences, concerts and exhibitions. Selected candidates will be working in a safe and reliable environment. It’s an occasion for them to make pocket-money while having fun and learning how to network, teamwork and socialize.

**WEBSITE:** www.diffagroup.com

**MAJORS REQUIRED:**
All

**EMPHASIS REQUIRED:**
All

---

Industrial

**HANSGROHE SE**

We are passionate about water, for more than 100 years, we have been setting trends and standards in state-of-the-art bathroom fittings. Hansgrohe stands for cutting-edge German technology, inimitable design and products that have won numerous awards. Our bathroom and shower fittings owe their enduring popularity to consistent high quality and visionary design. We cultivate a corporate culture that is characterized by open doors, flat hierarchies, mutual respect and creativity.

**WEBSITE:** www.hansgrohe.com

**MAJORS REQUIRED:**
Engineering, Graphic Design, Interior Design, Business

**EMPHASIS REQUIRED:**
Mechanical, Industrial

**YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:**
0 to 2
Mitsulift Group is a joint-venture with Mitsubishi Electric Corporation in Japan, specializing in the engineering, sales, installation and servicing of elevators, escalators and other building moving systems. It is headquartered in Lebanon with operations in Syria, Jordan, Cyprus, Greece, Nigeria and Ghana.

WEBSITE: www.mitsulift.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Electrical, Mechanical

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 3

Capital Banking Solutions is a leading provider of end-to-end, integrated banking software for businesses across Europe, Africa, the Middle East and the Americas. The company offers a suite of integrated and modular products for retail, corporate and private banks, as well as financial institutions. Our international presence is an added value giving our employees a unique opportunity to grow and learn from their exposure to different cultures and challenges.

WEBSITE: www.capital-banking.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Computer Science, Engineering, Business, Translation

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Computer, Banking & Finance, Marketing

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 9
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY GROUP S.A.L (Holding)

Holding company handling a portfolio of autonomous businesses dedicated to the provision of Information and Communication Technology products, office equipment and the related professional services.

WEBSITE: www.itgholding.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business, Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Management, Electrical, Computer

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 5

VALOORES/SOFT SOLUTIONS

Soft Solutions is an international leading provider of merchandising & banking decision-support solutions, with over 25 years of successful deliveries, to the world’s tier customers. Soft Solutions is based in France, with a worldwide presence, and a multi-branch development center across Lebanon.

WEBSITE: www.ibs-softsolutions.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business, Computer Science, Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Banking & Finance, Marketing, Management, Computer

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 5
The Allianz Group is a global financial services provider, founded in 1890 in Germany. Today over 83 million retail and corporate clients in more than 70 countries rely on our knowledge, global presence, financial strength and solidity. In fiscal year 2013 around 148,000 employees worldwide achieved total revenues of 110.8 billion Euros and an operating profit of 10.1 billion Euros. Allianz Group is present in Lebanon through Allianz SNA insurance company.

WEBSITE: www.allianzsna.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business, Computer Science

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Accounting

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 3

We are offering a Sales career opportunity where you can make a difference by solving problems and helping others in their time of loss. A career path where you can learn on the job & receive the professional training you need to reach your earning potential in high performance environment. Right candidate will be dedicated to a full fledge sales activity which, later on, can develop into Sales Management ranks.

WEBSITE: www.bankers-assurance.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
All

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
2 to 10
Cimenterie Nationale is the largest cement producer in Lebanon with yearly total sales exceeding 2.7 million tons, a local market share around 35% and exports to the Levant and Mediterranean countries. Cimenterie Nationale is certified for ISO 9001, 14001 and OHSAS 18001 from the German Certifying body VDZ. As committed as we are to our business and clients, we are as equally dedicated to the communities which we serve.

WEBSITE: www.cimnat.com.lb

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Chemistry, Computer Science, Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Accounting, Marketing

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
1 to 3

INDEVCO is an international manufacturing group that produces paper, plastic and corrugated packaging for agricultural, beverage, construction, catering, processed food, dairy, industrial, paramedical and pharmaceutical, chemical and petrochemical, soap and detergent, tissue and hygiene converting, tissue making and promotional markets. We also manufacture personal care, household and institutional disposables for the retail and away-from-home (AFH) markets.

WEBSITE: www.indevcogroup.com
CardioDiagnostics is a medical technology innovation company established in USA with R&D offices in Lebanon. CardioDiagnostics develops sophisticated proprietary technology for wireless monitoring of cardiac patients. Its core technology has improved the lives of thousands of patients in the US and around the globe. Its team of ambitious entrepreneurs, engineers, and medical experts aims at revolutionizing the cardiac care industry.

**WEBSITE:** www.cardiodiagnostics.net

**MAJORS REQUIRED:**
- Nursing
- Business
- Computer Science
- Engineering

**EMPHASIS REQUIRED:**
- Accounting
- Computer
- Electrical
- Mechanical

**YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:**
- 0 to 8

The IRC responds to the world’s worst humanitarian crises and helps people to survive and rebuild their lives. Founded in 1933, the IRC offers lifesaving care and life-changing assistance to refugees forced to flee from war or disaster. In over 40 countries and in 22 U.S. cities, the IRC restores safety, dignity and hope to millions who are struggling to endure. The IRC leads the way from harm to home.

**WEBSITE:** www.rescue.org

**MAJORS REQUIRED:**
- Business

**EMPHASIS REQUIRED:**
- Accounting, Banking and Finance

**YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:**
- 5 to 10
Algorithm is dedicated to offering quality products, either under license from reputable international companies or developed by the company’s product development team. The portfolio consists of innovative products as well as differentiated generics, focusing mainly on the following therapeutic areas: cardiology, endocrinology, neurology, gynecology and urology. Through its own products and its partnership with Biologix FZCo, Algorithm is actively present in the Middle East and North Africa.

WEBSITE: www.algorithm-lb.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business, Pharmacy, Engineering, Medicine, Chemistry

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Banking and Finance, Economics, Civil, Mechanical, Computer

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
Fresh or with experience

Eli Lilly & Company is a global research based pharmaceutical company dedicated to bring first and best in class medications to doctors and patients. Eli Lilly is guided by 3 main values: Respect for People, Integrity and Excellence. People who work for Lilly should have a strong desire to contribute to the world of healthcare. Eli Lilly offers talented people strong developmental opportunities within its organization.

WEBSITE: www.lilly.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Pharmacy

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 1
Hikma Pharmaceuticals is a multinational pharmaceutical company operating in MENA, US and Europe. It markets and manufactures generic, branded and injectable pharmaceutical products.

WEBSITE: www.hikma.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Pharmacy

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 2 to 5

Janssen is a pharmaceutical company dedicated to addressing and resolving the major unmet medical needs of our time. Driven by our commitment to patients and healthcare professionals, we strive to develop sustainable and integrated healthcare solutions. We truly believe that it is our people that make the difference. We invest in our people to help them develop the right skills and competencies to be successful in the fast-changing working environment.

WEBSITE: www.janssen-emea.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Pharmacy

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 5
Medex is a pharmaceutical company which was founded in 1996. Medex imports, supplies, promotes and distributes pharmaceutical products to doctors, wholesalers, drugstores, pharmacies, private clinics and governmental institutions all over Lebanon.

WEBSITE: www.medexlb.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Pharmacy, Nutrition, Chemistry

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0 to 2

Novartis provides healthcare solutions that address the evolving needs of patients and societies; products to prevent and treat diseases, ease suffering and enhance quality of life.

WEBSITE: www.novartis.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Pharmacy
OMNIPHARMA

Omnipharma is a leading distributor of pharmaceutical products such as: Astrazeneca Pharmaceuticals, Roche Pharmaceuticals, Meda Pharmaceuticals.

WEBSITE: www.omnipharma.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Pharmacy

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 2

SERUM PRODUCTS

Acting in the Lebanese healthcare for more than 40 years. Serum Products sarl manufactures parenteral intravenous and irrigation solutions for hospital use.

WEBSITE: www.serumproducts.com.lb

MAJORS REQUIRED: Pharmacy, Biology, Chemistry, Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Electrical

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 3
ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utility and industry customers to improve their performance while lowering environmental impact. The ABB Group of companies operates in around 100 countries and employs about 150,000 people.

WEBSITE: www.abb.com

MAJORS REQUIRED: Engineering

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Electrical

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 7 to 10

Deloitte & Touche (M.E.) is a member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL) and is the first Arab professional services firm established in the Middle East region with uninterrupted presence since 1926. Deloitte is among the region’s leading professional services firms, providing audit, tax, consulting, and financial advisory services through 26 offices in 15 countries with over 3,000 partners, directors and staff.

WEBSITE: www.deloitte.com/me/careers

MAJORS REQUIRED: Business, Computer Science, Economics

EMPHASIS REQUIRED: Management, Accounting, Banking and Finance

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED: 0 to 6
ERNST & YOUNG

Ernst & Young is 190,000 people, in 728 locations across 150 countries organized into 28 regions. We work with our clients on Assurance, Transactions, Tax and Advisory. We’re one of the world’s best-known professional services firms and our clients are some of the world’s leading businesses. Our 87 practices in Europe, Middle East, India and Africa (EMEIA) operate as a single region, recognizing that many of our clients also work across international borders.

WEBSITE: www.ey.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Business

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Accounting

YEAR(S) OF EXPERIENCE REQUIRED:
0

NESMA TRADING

NESMA TRADING, subsidiary of NESMA HOLDING, was established in 1984 as the trading and support services division of the NESMA group of companies. With its headquarters in Al-Khobar, Saudi Arabia, NESMA TRADING provides superior quality services in diverse sectors.

NESMA TRADING operates through a number of Strategic Business Units (SBU):

WEBSITE: www.nesma-trading.com

MAJORS REQUIRED:
Engineering, Business, Graphic Design

EMPHASIS REQUIRED:
Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Computer Banking & Finance, Management, Accounting, Marketing, Hospitality Tourism Management Digital Design
Expeditors is a global logistics company headquartered in Seattle, Washington. As a Fortune 500 company, we employ over 13,000 trained professionals in a worldwide network of over 250 locations across six continents. Expeditors satisfies the increasingly sophisticated needs of international trade through customized solutions and seamless, integrated information systems. Our services include air and ocean freight consolidation and forwarding, vendor consolidation, customs clearance, cargo insurance, distribution and other value added logistics services.

WEBSITE: www.expeditors.com